
Spinning on the Ettrick “Standard”

1. REMOVING THE FLYER ASSEMBLY

Flip back the leather strap on the nearside maiden, and lift out the flyer.

2. CHANGING THE BOBBIN

Unscrew the flyer pulley, (on a right-hand thread), and remove it. Pull the
bobbin off the flyer shaft, and replace it with an empty bobbin, pulley end
next to the flyer pulley. Reassemble, remembering to slip the drive-bands
on, one on the flyer pulley, and one on the bobbin.

3. THE DOUBLE DRIVE BAND MECHANISM

The double drive-band is one continuous band, crossed. When renewing
the drive-band, check the cross before joining it. When in the spinning
position, with parallel strings above and the cross below, the string to the
bobbin should cross above the string to the flyer pulley.

4. THE TENSION ADJUSTMENT

The tension knob is attached to a screw, which bears on the hinge of the
mother-of-all. Turning the tension knob causes the flyer to tilt towards or
away from the wheel.

5. BEARINGS AND BUSHES

”ETTRICK” wheels are designed to require minimal lubrication. Both
the wheel and the flyer run on sealed ball-bearings, which are packed in
grease for life , and should not be oiled. The bobbins run on special
bushes, the performance of which may be improved by the application of
a little sewing-machine oil

6. CARE OF THE ”ETTRICK”

The wheel should not be exposed to extremes of temperature, especially
uneven heating, such as in a hot car in summer, or too close to a heating
source.

7. LACQUERED FINISH

Do not apply furniture polish. Dusting is sufficient, or wiping with a damp
cloth.

8. SPINNING

Assemble the flyer and bobbin. For spinning, the wheel rotates in a
clockwise direction, and for plying, anti-clockwise. The double drive-band
crosses below for spinning, above for plying. Tie a length of yam firmly
around the bobbin shaft, pass it over the flyer hooks and through the
aperture to the spinner, using the threadinghook. Note there are hooks
on both sides of the flyer either side will do. The tension should be as
slack as possible for the spinning to proceed. This makes the most of the
ball-bearings, makes less work for the spinner and causes less wear on the
mechanism. Start treadling slowly and blend the fleece with the leader
yam, which will then be drawn into the aperture. Adjust the tension as
required. Move the yarn from hook to hook to fill up the bobbin evenly.
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9. CONTROL OF TWIST

Most beginners have trouble with the yarn becoming too twisted, or not
having enough twist. It is possible to overcome the feed-in by continuing
to treadle while holding back on the yarn, causing the bobbin to slip on
the flyer-shaft. ”Slip” is an important component of spinning. The expe-
rienced spinner uses slip deliberately as a fine adjustment. To correct for
slip, try treadling more slowly. ”ETTRICK” wheels have a high spinning
ratio, and are designed to be treadled fairly slowly. If there is still too
much twist, there are two things you can try.

1 )Transfer the flyer drive-band to the larger of the 2 pulleys. This causes
a faster intake, and is recommended for plying.
2) Adjust the tension slightly.

10. PLYING

The ”Standard” has a built-in Lazy Kate. For plying, place 2 bobbins of
spun yarn on the Lazy Kate. A third bobbin is put on the flyer as for
spinning. Run-the drive-band cross around the wheel so that it appears
on the other side. Prepare a leader yam as for spinning. Treadle slowly so
that the wheel rotates in an anti-clockwise direction, blending the 2 spun
yams with the leader so that they are taken into the orifice. Check that
the join has not caught on the flyer hooks. When plying, keep both yarns
at the same tension between your hands to avoid loopy yarn, or ”barbed
wire”. When the bobbin is full, place it on the Lazy Kate and skein off
the yam onto a Niddy Noddy.

11. SPINNING TIPS

Try to avoid touching the wheel with your hand to start it. With a little
practice you can achieve complete control of the wheel with your foot,
leaving your hands free to concentrate on the spinning. The treadle is
designed to have heel and toe action. Wear flat heels, and keep your
whole foot in contact, with the treadle at all times. The action should be
at the ankle, not the foot.

It is important to be comfortable. The ”ETTRICK” spinning chair is of
traditional design, with a low seat and straight back support. Be sure
your back is supported to balance the effect of your foot on the treadle.
Sit well back from the wheel. Not only is this more relaxing, but it gives
you a chance to inspect the yam as it is spun. Most important of all is
that spinning should be a pleasure.

It is not possible here to go into all the fascinating byways of spinning.
If you are interested in finding out more, there are many excellent books
available. Also there are spinning groups in most areas, where you may
meet others with similar interests.
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Ettrick Spinning Wheels.

PO Box 217, Strathfieldsaye, Victoria, Australia 3551

Telephone 03 5439 5064 International +61+3+5439 5064

Email: ncwalters@ettrickwheels.com.au

http://www.ettrickwheels.com.au/
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